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Alice Taylor
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€19.99

9781999592035

€14.99

Alice began to wonder how
best to handle living alone,
whether by choice or due to
extenuating circumstances,
and to document her
progress though this most
extraordinary year. This is her
journey.

Feminist, farmer, abbess,
bishop, convent founder and
miracle worker, St. Brigid
has inspired Irish women and
men down through the ages.
The book provides you with
all you will ever need to know
about this iconic saint.
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John McGahern is
consistently hailed as one of
the finest Irish writers since
James Joyce and Samuel
Beckett.This volume collects
some of the witty, profound
and unfailingly brilliant letters
that he exchanged with
family, friends and literary
luminaries.
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Sonja Tiernan
€25.00

Thirty-two inspiring speeches
by women of Ireland from
the nineteenth century to
the present. This anthology
showcases the stirring
contributions that Irish
women have made both to
modern Irish society and to
global development.
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The Presidents’ Letters: An
Unexpected History of Ireland
Edited by Flor Mac Carthy

Syncopated Blue

9781848407695

9780717191840

€24.95

A fully colour-illustrated book
revealing a unique history of Ireland
through the letters to and from the
Presidents of Ireland, from official
correspondence with international
heads of state to private notes with
Irish citizens.

Cover image from The Big Freeze © Pippa Curnick, 2021,
used with permission of Hachette Children’s Group UK.
See pg. 19
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Ryan Hennessy
€12.99

With striking illustrations
by Irish illustrator Megan
Luddy, Syncopated Blue
features over ninety relatable
yet deeply intimate poems,
resulting in an extraordinary
collection that reflects the
free spirit of its creator.

Journey to the Well
Mary Kennedy &
Deirdre Ní Chinnéide

A Cloud Where the Birds
Rise
Harding & Stack

Unsettled
Rosaleen McDonagh

Nanny, Ma and Me
Jade, Dominique and
Kathleen Jordan

9780241437728

9781529382334

9781529382945

9781916493537

9781529365009

€17.99

€17.99

€19.99

€12.95

€18.50

A ground-breaking new
framework for embracing
middle age and beyond from acclaimed psychologist
and No 1 bestselling author
of Flourishing.

Journey to the Well is a book
of connection that celebrates
the divine within each of us.
Sharing stories, lore, and
healing words these pages
reconnect us with the often
forgotten or neglected roots
of our heritage.

A Cloud Where the Birds
Rise is a beautifully illustrated
collection of observations and
stories from one of Ireland's
best-loved writers - a
celebration of finding beauty
and hope in the ordinary.
Illustrated by Jacob Stack.

Rosaleen McDonagh writes
fearlessly about a diverse
experience of being Irish.
Unsettled explores racism,
ableism, abuse and resistance
as well as the bonds of
community, family and
friendship.

A stunning story of three
generations of Irish women
- Kathleen, Dominique and
Jade Jordan - and an account
of family, race and belonging.

Belonging

The Boy Who Never
Came Home
Emma McMenamy

The Pawnbroker’s
Reward
Declan O’Rourke

Keep Calm and Trust the
Science
Professor Luke O’Neill

Brain Hacks

9781913406752

9780717186327

9780717191819

9780717191925

Catherine Corless
9781529339765

€19.50

€15.99

€19.99

€16.99

Keith Barry
€16.99

One woman, the secrets of
a small town and a quest for
justice that rocked a nation.

With new findings and
in-depth scrutiny, this is the
inside story of a mystery
that has gripped the nation
for 35 years. Irish Sunday
Mirror crime journalist Emma
McMenamy sheds new light
on the disappearance of
teenager Philip Cairns.

In Declan O'Rourke's
meticulously researched
literary debut, the story
of the ua Buachalla family
is woven into a powerful,
multilayered work showing
us the famine as it happened
through the lens of a single
town - Macroom, Co. Cork and its environs.

Shot through with the
natural positivity and humour
that have made Luke a
home-grown hero, Keep
Calm and Trust the Science is
an unputdownable account
of one of the most dramatic
years in Irish history from one
of its key players.

In this ground-breaking book,
Keith Barry reveals a variety
of techniques that will help
you to cultivate a champions
mindset and develop mental
toughness subconsciously.
These are the very techniques
he uses himself every day to
achieve the things he wants.

Clash of the Clans

Gilligan

Haughey

Albert Reynolds

The Green & White
House
Lynne Kelleher

Nicola Tallant
9781913406653

Paul Williams
€17.99

Clash of the Clans is a story
that traces the emergence
of the Irish mafia from the
streets of Dublin to the
highest echelons of global
organised crime and right
into the heart of professional
boxing.

9781838954895

Gary Murphy
€17.99

A revelatory biography of
the notorious Irish criminal
John Gilligan, and the
eagerly anticipated next
true crime blockbuster from
award-winning Irish journalist
and #1 bestselling author
Paul Williams.

9780717193646

Conor Lenihan
€27.99

With exclusive access to
the Haughey archives,
Gary Murphy presents a
reassessment of Charles
Haughey's life and legacy.
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9781785374050

€22.95

In the first complete
biography of Albert Reynolds,
former Minister of State,
Conor Lenihan delivers an
insider’s account that reveals
the courageous personal risks
Reynolds took to create the
template for peace in Ireland,
and the highs and lows of a
tempestuous, risk-taking life.

9781785303562

€21.50

The Green and White House
takes an affectionate and
wry look at the special
relationship this tiny nation
of Ireland with less than six
million people has with the
the Presidents of the United
States of America.

IRISH INTEREST

Your One Wild and
Precious Life
Dr Maureen Gaffney

IRISH INTEREST

Independence Memories
Valerie Cox
9781529339826

€17.99

Ernie O’Malley: A Life
Harry F. Martin &
Comac O’Malley

A State of Emergency

See-Saw

Richard Chambers

Fintan Drury

9781785373909

9780008502829

9781916086388

€18.95

€17.99

We Don’t Know
Ourselves
Fintan O’Toole
€19.99

9781784978297

€29.99

Independence Memories
is a fascinating social
history, from living and
inherited memory, of the
period surrounding Irish
Independence and the Civil
War from the much-loved
author of Growing Up With
Ireland.

This is the extraordinary
life story of Ernie O'Malley
(1897- 1957), one of Ireland's
most complex and influential
Republican figures, and later
a hugely successful writer.

The electrifying behind-thescenes account of a year that
brought Ireland to the brink
and back.

A unique perspective on the
ups and downs of leadership
and corporate culture in
Ireland, informed by one
man's 30-year journey.

Fintan O'Toole - Ireland's
leading public intellectual
and author of Heroic Failure
- tells a history of Ireland in
his own time - a brilliant
interweaving of memoir and
historical narrative.

The Year of Chaos

The Last Irish Question

Between Two Hells

O’Connell Street

Malachi O’Doherty

Glenn Patterson

Diarmaid Ferriter

Nicola Pierce

My Dublin 1963 // My
Dubliners 2020
Alen MacWeeney

9781838951214

9781800245471

9781788161749

9781788491488

€19.99

€19.99

€24.99

€19.99

9781843518266

€30.00

Drawing on interviews,
personal recollections
and archival research, the
shocking story of the worst
year of violence in Northern
Ireland during the Troubles
1971-72.

A view of the south of
Ireland - political, social,
geographical - through the
eyes of a liberal northern
protestant being asked to
rejoin it.

Timed to release for the
100th anniversary of the
Irish Civil War, Between Two
Hells is the history of the
war that shaped the Irish
political landscape across the
twentieth century and up to
the present day.

O'Connell Street is at the
heart of Dublin. Nicola Pierce
explores the people, the
history, the buildings and
the stories behind the main
street in our capital city.

These 87 black & white
photographs taken by Alen
MacWeeney in Dublin in
1963/5 are spontaneous
images of Dublin and
Dubliners in all areas of
the city, a street odyssey
reflecting a cross section of
the people, their habits and
behaviour.

In Hinde Sight

The Coastal Atlas of
Ireland
Robert Devoy et al

Ireland - An Aerial
Journey
Dennis Horgan

Old Ireland In Colour 2
John Breslin &
Sarah-Anne Buckley

Haunted By Waters

9781782054511

9781786051431

9781785374111

9781529388831

Paul Kelly
9780717190041

€19.99

An uplifting, nostalgic look at
Ireland through the eyes of
an icon of Irish photography.

€59.00

The Coastal Atlas of
Ireland is a celebration of
Ireland's coastal and marine
spaces. Drawing on written
contributions from over 100
authors from across the
island of Ireland and beyond,
the Atlas takes an explicitly
all-island approach.

€35.00

Ireland - An Aerial Journey
is a new book of aerial
photography by Cork-based
photographer Dennis
Horgan.
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€24.95

Old Ireland in Colour 2,
celebrates more of the rich
history of Ireland and the
Irish from all walks of life
and from all four provinces,
as well as the Irish abroad,
throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.

Daire Whelan
€19.99

Haunted by Waters is not a
fishing how-to guide, but is
instead a rich portrayal of
the rugged beauty of rural
Ireland through a sport rich
in history, tradition and
storytelling.

Liam Ó Donnchú
9781788492287

€24.99

The Players’ Advice

Grassroots

Séan O’Sullivan

PJ Cunningham

9781788492683

€16.99

9781916086371

€19.99

100 Great GAA Teams

Unbroken

John Scally

Aidan O’Mahony

9781785303555

€17.99

9781529344363

SPORT

Semple Stadium

€17.99

A richly illustrated history of
“the home of hurling” from its
opening in 1910 right up to
now. Splendidly illustrated
by archive photographs and
ephemera.

The Players’ Advice is a
compilation of guidance
aimed at you, the player,
to give you the tools and
disciplines to improve and
excel in your code. With
advice from over 100 of the
top footballers, hurlers and
camogie players.

Grassroots is a treasure
trove of memories, tales and
incidents spanning over 150
years. With stories dating
from before the foundation
of the GAA through to the
Civil War and up to modern
times.

100 Great GAA Teams is a
fantastic tribute to the great
teams in football, hurling,
camogie and ladies' football
that have thrilled fans down
the years.

Aidan O'Mahony was at peak
physical fitness and making
his mark on the Kerry Senior
Football team when he made
the devastating choice to
walk away from it all. Now,
in his powerfully honest
memoir, Aidan looks at the
events leading up to this
moment.

Devotion
Mickey Harte with
Brendan Coffey

One: My Autobiography

Emerald Exiles

Peter Schmeichel

Barry Landy

Meyler: A Family Memoir
John & David Meyler
with Fintan O’Toole

Flat Out
Healy Racing with Donn
McClean

9780008473037

9781529354119

9781910827369

9781788492782

€24.99

€17.99

9781848408180

€17.95

€20.00

€24.99

A moving and lyrical memoir
about life, love and loss,
from a true giant of Gaelic
games.

Peter Schmeichel is an
undisputed giant of the
global game and One: My
Autobiography is his story.

Emerald Exiles is a major
new sporting history of Irish
soccer players who ventured
beyond the familiar in search
of sporting glory.

Meyler: A Family Memoir is
the unique story of a father
and son, John and David
Meyler who followed their
dreams in different sports
(hurling and soccer) in
different countries (Ireland
and England) and never
stopped believing in one
another.

A thrilling collection of
photographs from the Sport
of Kings, horse racing.
Featuring over a decade
of the most exciting races
throughout Ireland: and the
successful riders taking on
the best in the world!

Leap of Faith

Champion
Pat Smullen with Donn
McClean

Crossing the Line

Fight or Flight

All In

9780717193653

9781914197154

Frankie Dettori
9780008465476

€17.99

Legendary jockey,
Frankie Dettori, shares his
remarkable life story in
this astonishingly intimate
autobiography.

€22.99

The inspiring story of one
of the greatest jockeys
ever whose legacy lives on.
Assisted by Donn McClean
and completed by Pat's wife
Frances, Champion is Pat
Smullen's story.

Willie Anderson
Irish rugby has produced
many charismatic figures
over its history and none
more than Willie Anderson.
Crossing The Line is the
story of a life challenged
by sectarianism, alcohol
addiction and personal
tragedy.
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Billie Jean King

Keith Earls
€23.99

9781914197093

€23.99

From a housing estate in
Moyross to rugby's biggest
stage, this is the frank and
fearless autobiography of
Munster and Ireland legend
Keith Earls.

9780241988459

€17.99

An intimate self-portrait
encompassing the life, times,
and career of one of the most
transformative individuals - let
alone athletes - of recent
times.

FICTION

The Wisdom of Crowds

Freckles

Joe Abercrombie

Cecelia Ahern

9780575095977

€18.50

9780751584530

€17.99

The Stranger in the
Lifeboat
Mitch Albom

Over My Dead Body

Mercy

Jeffrey Archer

David Baldacci

9780751584530

9780008474287

€17.99

€17.99

9781529061727

€17.99

Concluding the Age
Of Madness trilogy,
The Wisdom of Crowds
brings the series which is
revolutionising fantasy to its
stunning conclusion.

Five people. Five chances.
One woman’s search for
happiness. The brand new
novel from bestselling author
Cecelia Ahern.

An inspirational, moving new
novel from the 40 million
copy bestselling author of
Tuesdays with Morrie and
The Five People You Meet
in Heaven.

An unputdownable story
of murder, revenge and
betrayal from international
number one bestseller
Jeffrey Archer.

The gripping final instalment
in the FBI Special Agent
Atlee Pine series by
internationally bestselling
author David Baldacci.

April in Spain

The Women of Troy

The Echo Chamber

The Fixer

Iron Annie

Pat Barker

John Boyne

Claudia Carroll

John Banville
9780571363599

€16.99

9780241427248

€15.50

9780857526229

€16.99

9781838773939

Luke Cassidy
€16.99

9781526635990

€15.99

Dublin pathologist Quirke
can’t believe his eyes when
he glimpses a familiar face
while on holiday, and soon
he finds himself embroiled in
a crime that could bring ruin
to an Irish political dynasty.

Following her bestselling,
critically acclaimed The
Silence of the Girls, Pat
Barker continues her
extraordinary retelling of one
of our greatest myths.

The Echo Chamber is a satiric
helter skelter, a dizzying
downward spiral of action
and consequence, poised
somewhere between farce,
absurdity and oblivion.

Meet Meg Monroe, the fixer.
If you want to get rid of
someone you call Meg. But
when a blast from the past
turns up on Meg’s doorstep,
will she get caught in her
own web of lies?

Mixing Thelma and Louise
and Lisa McInerney’s The
Glorious Heresies, with a
dash of Pulp Fiction, Iron
Annie heralds the arrival of a
major new Irish writer.

The Devil’s Advocate

Better Off Dead

The Heron’s Cry

The Dark Hours

Sharpe’s Assassin

Steve Cavanagh

Lee and Andrew Child

Ann Cleeves

9781787633742

9781509889679

9781409185895

€15.99

The new thriller from Sunday
Times bestselling author
Steve Cavanagh.

€17.99

Jack Reacher, “the coolest
series character” (Stephen
King), returns in a brand new,
pulse-pounding read from
Lee and Andrew Child.

Michael Connelly
€17.99

The second book in Ann
Cleeves’ number one Sunday
Times bestselling Two Rivers
series, featuring Devonian
detective Matthew Venn.
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9781409186175

Bernard Cornwell
€17.99

Has a killer lain dormant for
years only to strike again
on New Year’s Eve? LAPD
Detective Renée Ballard and
Harry Bosch team up to find
justice for an innocent victim.

9780008184025

€17.99

Sharpe’s Assassin is the
brand new novel in the
bestselling historical series
by Bernard Cornwell that has
sold over 20 million copies
worldwide.

Magpie

Patricia Cornwell
9780008467265

Elizabeth Day
€17.99

9780008374952

€15.99

Cloud Cuckoo Land

Life Without Children

Snow Country

Anthony Doerr

Roddy Doyle

Sebastian Faulks

9780008478650

€17.99

9781787333581

€15.99

9781786330192

€16.99

In the latest novel from
the electrifying, bestselling
thriller series, chief medical
examiner Dr Kay Scarpetta
hunts two killers whose
crimes intersect in the most
chilling – and very new – way.

The exhilarating new novel
from the bestselling author
of The Party and How to
Fail - a thrilling, stylish and
psychologically astute story
of jealousy, motherhood and
power.

From the prize-winning,
international bestselling
author of All the Light
We Cannot See comes a
triumph of imagination and
compassion, a soaring story
of resilience and hope.

A brilliantly warm, witty
and moving portrait of our
pandemic lives, told in ten
heart-rending short stories.

The epic new love story from
master storyteller Sebastian
Faulks, and his most powerful
novel since Birdsong.

Never

Crossroads

Dinner Party

The Judge’s List

The Apollo Murders

Ken Follett
9781529076943

€17.99

Jonathan Franzen

Sarah Gilmartin

9780008308902

9781911590613

€17.99

Chris Hadfield

John Grisham
€15.99

9781529342383

€23.99

9781529406825

€17.99

Visionary in scale, and the
first contemporary novel in
over a decade from number
one worldwide bestseller Ken
Follett, Never imagines the
unimaginable: the imminent
threat of World War Three.

A tour de force of interwoven
perspectives and sustained
suspense, Crossroads is the
story of a Midwestern family
at a historical moment of
moral crisis.

Kate meticulously plans
a dinner to mark the
anniversary of a death in the
family, but by the end of
the night, dessert is in the
bin, the guests are gone,
and Kate is spinning out of
control.

The phenomenal new legal
thriller from international
bestseller John Grisham.

An exceptional Cold War
thriller from the dark heart of
the Space Race, by astronaut
and New York Times
bestselling author Chris
Hadfield.

A Slow Fire Burning

A Line to Kill

The Prince of the Skies

Frontline

Paula Hawkins

Anthony Horowitz

The Guinness Girls: A
Hint of Scandal
Emily Hourican

Antonio Iturbe

Dr Hilary Jones

9781529124316

9781529352924

9781529063349

9780857524454

€17.99

The scorching new thriller
by bestselling author Paula
Hawkins.

€16.99

By the global bestselling
author, Anthony Horowitz,
the third novel in his
acclaimed Hawthorne and
Horowitz series. One island,
two murders and a killer with
a lot to hide - stand by for
a hugely enjoyable, twisty
turny read.

€16.99

Following the bestselling
success of The Glorious
Guinness Girls, comes a
stunning new novel following
the three enigmatic sisters as
they set out on married life.
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€17.99

The Prince of the Skies is
a moving tale of love and
friendship, war and heroism,
and the power of the written
word.

9781787397538

€15.99

A sweeping drama set on
the battlefields of Europe
as a global influenza
pandemic looms. The eagerly
anticipated novel from TV’s
favourite doctor, Hilary
Jones.

FICTION

Autopsy

FICTION

Small Things Like These

Billy Summers

Claire Keegan

Stephen King

9780571368686

€11.99

9781529365719

€18.50

Under the Whispering
Door
T.J. Klune

Unholy Murder

9781529087987

9781785765438

€17.99

Wunderland

Lynda La Plante

Caitríona Lally
€16.99

9781848408050

€14.95

It is Christmas 1985 and
while on his rounds, fuel
merchant Bill Furlong relives
his past as he faces up to the
complicit silences of a society
controlled by the Church.

Billy Summers is Stephen
King’s gripping and
compelling novel about a
contract killer, an ex-marine,
with one last payday to earn
before he retires.

A modern-day Scrooge is
outraged when he finds
himself dead. Then he’s
given a week to embrace
what he was missing in life.

Detective Jane Tennison
must lift the lid on the most
chilling murder case of her
career to date - in the brand
new thriller from the Queen
of Crime Drama, Lynda La
Plante.

Atmospheric, darkly
humorous and ultimately
uplifting, Wunderland is a
brilliant dual character study
that sensitively portrays
sibling bonds and identity,
mental health and obsession.

Silverview

Blank Pages and Other
Stories
Bernard MacLaverty

Aisling and the City
Emer McLysaght &
Sarah Breen

The Dark Remains
William McIlvanney &
Ian Rankin

The House in the Woods

9781787333154

9780717182688

9781838854119

9781529305135

John le Carré
9780241550076

€17.99

€17.99

€14.99

€17.99

Zoë Miller
€16.99

In this last complete
masterwork from the
greatest chronicler of our
age, John le Carré asks
what you owe to your
country when you no longer
recognise it.

The extraordinary new
story collection from one
of Ireland’s greatest writers
and bestselling author of
Midwinter Break.

Aisling is back – and she’s
off to New York! The fourth
book in the No. 1 bestselling
series.

In this scorching crime
hook-up, number one
bestseller Ian Rankin and
Scottish crime-writing legend
William McIlvanney join
forces for the first ever case
of DI Laidlaw, Glasgow’s
original gritty detective.

A gripping edge-of-your-seat
novel from the author of The
Perfect Sister.

Apples Never Fall

Three Sisters

The Fell

The Jealousy Man

Normal Sheeple

Liane Moriarty
9780241396094

Heather Morris
€17.99

The highly anticipated new
novel from the worldwide
Number One bestselling
author behind the Emmy and
Golden Globe winning HBO
series Big Little Lies.

9781838775506

Sarah Moss
€16.99

Three Sisters is an
astonishing new story that
will break your heart, but
leave you amazed and
uplifted by the courage and
fierce love of three sisters,
whose promise to each other
kept them alive in a place
without hope.

Jo Nesbo

9781529083231

€16.99

Unbearably suspenseful,
witty and wise, The Fell asks
probing questions about the
place the world has become
since March 2020, and the
place it was before.
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9781787303133

Ross O’Carroll-Kelly
€17.99

A page-turning collection
of dark and twisted crime
stories from the international
bestselling author of the
Harry Hole series.

9781844885497

€16.99

Sparks fly as Ross finds
romance in the Gaeltacht .
. . A love affair born in rural
Ireland! Two mismatched
lovers, locked in a
relationship that will change
both of them ... forever!

Wish You Were Here

The Becoming

Jodi Picoult

Nora Roberts

9780241425435

9781529394375

€14.99

€17.99

9780349426402

€15.99

State of Terror
Hillary Rodham Clinton
& Louise Penny

Beautiful World, Where
Are You
Sally Rooney

9781529079708

9780571365432

€17.99

€15.99

The second novel in the
record-breaking number one
bestselling Thursday Murder
Club series from the biggest
debut novelist in recent
history.

The compelling new story
from number one bestseller
Jodi Picoult.

From Sunday Times
bestseller Nora Roberts Book Two in The Dragon
Heart Legacy - a tale of
adventure, magic and finding
your home.

From the No. 1 bestselling
authors Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Louise
Penny comes a novel of
unsurpassed thrills and
incomparable insider
expertise.

Alice, Felix, Eileen and
Simon are still young, but
they worry about sex and
friendship and the world
they live in. What do their
respective futures hold for
them, and will they find a
way to believe in a beautiful
world?

The City of Mist

56 Days

Cytonic

Disappearing Act

The Wish

Carlos Ruiz Zafón
9781474623124

€18.50

Catherine Ryan Howard

Brandon Sanderson

Robert Sheehan

9781838951634

9781473217942

9780717189700

€15.50

€18.50

Nicholas Sparks
€19.99

9780751567854

€17.50

The echo of the novels of
The Cemetery of Forgotten
Books series resonates in
the stories of Carlos Ruiz
Zafón: gathered here for
the first time - and some
never before published in
English - these stories are
a celebration of one of the
world’s great storytellers.

A brilliantly claustrophobic
and twisty thriller from the
critically acclaimed author
of the No. 1 bestseller The
Nothing Man. No one even
knew they were together.
Now one of them is dead.

The third in Brandon
Sanderson’s unstoppable,
New York Times and Sunday
Times bestselling series,
which began with Skyward!

In Robert Sheehan’s
debut collection of short
stories, he disappears into
characters, challenging the
complacencies of everyday
experience, often from
entirely unexpected angles.

The New York Times number
one bestselling author
Nicholas Sparks is back
with his most moving and
uplifting love story yet - what
are you wishing for this
Christmas?

The Butler

The New Kingdom
Wilbur Smith & Mark
Chadbourn

Oh William!

A Man of Honour
Barbara Taylor
Bradford

The Magician

9781785767975

9780241508176

Danielle Steel
9781529021707

€17.99

An extraordinary tale of
family, difficult decisions
and destiny, from the
world’s favourite storyteller,
Danielle Steel. Two different
worlds & two very different
lives collide in Paris in this
captivating novel.

€23.99

A brand-new Ancient
Egyptian novel from the
master of adventure fiction
and global number 1
bestselling author, Wilbur
Smith and Mark Chadbourn.

Elizabeth Strout
€17.99

An exquisite new novel by
the Pulitzer Prize-winning,
Number 1 New York Times
bestselling author of My
Name is Lucy Barton.
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9780008242534

Colm Tóibín
€17.99

The prequel to the
million-copy bestseller, A
Woman of Substance, where,
high on the Yorkshire moors,
the story of Blackie O’Neill
and Emma Harte begins.

9780241004623

€16.99

From one of our greatest
living writers comes
a sweeping novel of
unrequited love and exile,
war and family.

FICTION

The Man Who Died
Twice
Richard Osman

Books of the Year Fiction

Songbirds - Christy Lefteri
9781786580825

€16.99

Listening Still - Anne Griffin
9781473683112

€16.99

Diving for Pearls - Jamie O’Connell
9781781620557

€16.99

Boys Don’t Cry - Fíona Scarlett
9780571365203

€14.99

The Lincoln Highway - Amor Towles
9781786332530

€16.99

A Great Beauty - A O’Connor
9781781997376

The Nameless One - John Connolly
9781529398359

€17.99

Three Weddings and a Proposal - Sheila O’Flanagan €18.50
9781472272638

The Missing Sister - Lucinda Riley
9781509840182

€17.99

Snowflake - Louise Nealon
9781786580696

€15.50

Harlem Shuffle - Colson Whitehead
9780708899465

€17.50

Hamnet - Maggie O’Farrell
9781472223821

€10.75
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€9.99

At Home

Nigel Slater
9780008213763

Monica Galetti
€37.50

9781783254873

Fever-Tree Easy Mixing

Everyday Cook

Fever-Tree

Donal Skehan
€23.99

9781529368925

€29.99

9781784727833

€19.50

The Official Guinness
Cookbook
Caroline Hennessy
9781789098174

€27.99

A Cook's Book is the story of
Nigel Slater's life in the
kitchen. From the first jam
tart Nigel made with his mum
standing on a chair trying to
reach the Aga, through to
what he is cooking now, this
is the ultimate Nigel Slater
collection brimming with
over 200 recipes.

In At Home Monica
Galetti showcases the
easy, everyday dishes she
enjoys at home, with family
and friends, using simple
ingredients that everyone will
enjoy. From breakfast time
and midweek suppers to
celebrations, gatherings and
the perfect Sunday lunch.

Reclaim your kitchen without
sacrificing time or flavour
with simplified and doable
classic recipes. Donal's 10th
book is a celebration of real
home cooking for modern
day life.

Fever-Tree Easy Mixing
celebrates how easy it is for
anyone to enjoy quick and
delicious drinks at home.
From the world's leading
premium mixer brand.

Bring the magic of Guinness
to your table with the first
full-length official Guinness
cookbook. Celebrate the
250-year legacy of Ireland's
beloved beer with over 60
recipes for every meal and
occasion.

How to Cook

In Minutes

Love to Cook

Clodagh McKenna

Learn to Cook with
Neven
Neven Maguire

Ottolenghi Test Kitchen
Shelf Love
Yotam Ottolenghi

9781914239083

9780717192625

9781785946776

Darina Allen
9780857839657

€27.50

An accessible and
streamlined cookery primer
for anyone wanting to master
basic cooking skills using 25
of the most popular staple
ingredients, written by the
grande dame of Irish food
Darina Allen.

€23.99

€19.99

Mary Berry
€30.99

9781529109481

€29.99

Clodagh McKenna's
brand-new title is inspired by
how much time you have in
your busy life and is packed
with flavourful, speedy
recipes that you can cook
from start to finish in 10, 20
or 30 minutes.

Learn to Cook with Neven
is the perfect first cookbook
for kids of all ages. It
will give them their first
80 step-by-step recipes,
accompanied by colourful
photography and basic
kitchen know-how.

Celebrate the unique power
of home cooking, with 120
new recipes, fully illustrated
to accompany Mary Berry's
new 6-part primetime BBC2
series in Autumn 2021.

This is Ottolenghi,
unplugged. The Ottolenghi
Test Kitchen team takes you
on a journey through your
kitchen cupboards, creating
inspired recipes using
humble ingredients.

Pinch of Nom: Comfort Food
Kate Allinson and Kay
Featherstone

Ramsay in 10

Rick Stein At Home

Soup Broth Bread

Together

Rick Stein

Rachel Allen

9781529035018

9781529364385

€21.99

More than 100 hearty, easy and
slimming recipes from Kate
Allinson and Kay Featherstone,
authors of the bestselling Pinch of
Nom series.

Gordon Ramsay
€29.99

In Ramsay in 10, superstar
chef, Gordon Ramsay,
returns with 100 new and
delicious recipes inspired by
his YouTube series watched
by millions across the globe.

9781785947087

€30.99

From bestselling cook and
food writer Rick Stein, a
stunning collection of all-time
favourite recipes and essays
that celebrate the rhythms
and rituals of home cooking.
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9780241486290

Jamie Oliver
€26.99

Every soup and bread recipe
you'll ever need, from
leading chef and bestselling
cookery author, Rachel Allen.

9780241431177

€30.99

Get ready to welcome
friends and family back
around your table, Jamie's
brand-new cookbook,
Together is a joyous
celebration of incredible
food to share.

FOOD & DRINK

A Cook’s Book

A gift they can open

9780241485774 | €17.99

9780241510612 | €11.99

9780241459454 | €23.99

9780241484333 | €19.99

9780241445327 | €23.99

9780241491621 | €23.99

9780241446645 | €15.99

9780241469415 | €15.99

9780241521786 | €11.99

©2021 The LEGO Group.

again and again…

9780241534694 | €22.99

9781615649983 | €23.99

9780241515105 | €23.99

9780241500941 | €29.99

9780241491522 | €19.99

9780241412756 | €37.50

9780241393345 | €39.99

9780241471159 | €29.99

9780241516287 | €23.99

NON-FICTION

Soldiers: Great Stories
of War and Peace
Max Hastings

Love in a Time of War

9780008454234

9781801102513

€19.99

Lara Marlowe
€23.99

Peril
Bob Woodward &
Robert Costa
9781398512146

Four Years in the
Cauldron
Brian O’Donovan
€23.99

9781844885770

Punters
Aaron Rogan
€20.99

9780008463885

€17.99

Soldiers is a collection of
the very best stories about
soldiers, brought together
by the award-winning,
bestselling historian Max
Hastings.

A memoir by Lara Marlowe,
the Irish Times’
correspondent in Paris.
A love affair against
a background of war,
revolution and invasion:
two passionate, committed
foreign correspondents find
each other as the Middle
East falls apart.

Peril is the extraordinary
story of the end of one
presidency and the
beginning of another, and
represents the culmination
of Bob Woodward’s
news-making trilogy on the
Trump presidency, along
with Fear and Rage.

A fascinating insider
account from the RTÉ
US Correspondent Brian
O’Donovan as he brings us
behind the scenes during
turbulent times in America.

From cheeky high-street
bookmaker to billion-dollar
business, the incredible
story behind Paddy Power’s
unstoppable rise.

The Antisocial Network

Comrades

Saltwater in the Blood

Ben Mezrich

Rosita Boland

Earthshot
Colin Butfield and
Jonnie Hughes

In Kiltumper
Niall Williams and
Christine Breen

9781781620540 €17.99
Exploring the many and
varied friendships that have
shaped her life, Comrades
is the stunning new essay
collection from the critically
acclaimed author of
Elsewhere.

9781529388633

9781786785558

The Heartbeat of Trees

Shackleton

Décor Galore

Peter Wohlleben

Ranulph Fiennes

9781771646895 €25.00
In The Heartbeat of Trees,
renowned forester Peter
Wohlleben draws on new
scientific discoveries to show
how humans are deeply
connected to the natural
world.

9780241356722

9780008497026

€16.99

From one of our most
innovative and celebrated
authors, the definitive take
on the wildest story of the
year— the David-vs.Goliath
GameStop short squeeze, a
tale of fortunes won and lost
overnight that may end up
changing Wall Street forever.

€17.99

A book of action and
optimism to save our planet.
Earthshot shows us how,
by working together, we
can solve earth’s greatest
challenges.

Laura de Barra
€17.99

An authoritative biography
of Sir Ernest Shackleton from
polar adventurer Ranulph
Fiennes.

9781848272668

€19.99

The No.1 Bestselling author
of Gaff Goddess returns to
show us how to transform
our homes with style.
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Easkey Britton
€15.99

An incredibly inspiring
exploration of the sea’s role
in the wellness of people and
the planet, beautifully written
by Easkey Britton.

9781526632654

The Dignity of Everyday
Life
Eoin Ó Broin & Mal McCann

Openhearted

9781785374180

9781844885718

€35.00

A full-colour photographic
tribute to one of Dublin’s most
iconic buildings Áras Mhic
Dhiarmada and Busáras.

€23.50

A warm-hearted and uplifting
memoir of life in rural
Ireland, and a meditation
on the power, beauty and
importance of the natural
world.

Ann Ingle
€17.99

A refreshingly frank,
engaging and uplifting
memoir of resilience, hope
and love.

These Precious Days

A Carnival of Snackery

Ann Marie Hourihane

Ann Patchett

David Sedaris

9780241534991

9781472283023

9781844885237

9781526640956

€17.99

€17.99

€19.99

€18.50

9781408707876

€17.50

The powerful, urgent
manifesto on never giving up
from Booker prize-winning
trailblazer, Bernardine
Evaristo.

An extraordinary new
memoir from Harry Potter
star Evanna Lynch. Delving
into the very heart of a
woman’s relationship with
her own body, Evanna
explores the pivotal
moments and choices in
her life.

Sorry for Your Trouble
sheds fresh, wise and witty
light on a key pillar of Irish
culture: a vast but strangely
underexplored subject. Rich,
sparkling and eye-opening, it
is one of the best books ever
written about Irish life.

An irresistible collection
of essays from the
internationally bestselling,
Women’s Prize-winner author
of The Dutch House.

Picking up where Theft by
Finding left us, A Carnival
of Snackery brings David
Sedaris’s wickedly funny,
sometimes bizarre and often
poignant diaries up to 2019.

My Unapologetic
Diaries
Joan Collins

Theroux The Keyhole

Windswept &
Interesting
Billy Connolly

Rationality

Gas Man

9781474621281

Louis Theroux
€18.50

9781509880423

€17.99

9781529318258

Steven Pinker
€17.99

9780241380277

Colin Black
€29.99

9780008470142

€17.99

The uncensored and candid
diaries of the actress,
author, columnist, producer,
entrepreneur and global
celebrity Dame Joan Collins.

Step inside Louis Theroux’s
life like never before as he
tries to make sense of our
weird and sometimes scary
world.

In his first full-length
autobiography, comedy
legend and national treasure
Billy Connolly reveals the
truth behind his Windswept
and Interesting life.

A user’s guide to rationality
during an epidemic of
unreason. Brimming
with insight and humour,
Rationality will enlighten,
inspire and empower.

Join Colin Black on his
journey from accidental
medical student to HSE and
NHS trainee and, finally,
Consultant Paediatric
Anaesthetist at the largest
children’s hospital in Ireland.

It’s Marty!

The Audacity

A Funny Life

This Much is True
Miriam Margolyes

The Nation Holds its
Breath
George Hamilton

9781529379891

9781785373732

Marty Morrissey
9781844885671

Michael McIntyre

Katherine Ryan
€22.99

It’s Marty! is an invitation
to join the Marty Party,
a rollicking ride through
contemporary Irish life and
sport, from a true national
treasure.

9781788703994

€17.99

From the star of The Duchess
and the host of Telling
Everybody Everything, the
debut book from superstar
comedian Katherine Ryan.

9781529063660

€17.99

The most entertaining
autobiography of the year
from the king of showbiz
and best-loved comedian,
Michael McIntyre.
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€19.99

From Blackadder to Call
the Midwife, from PG Tips
to Harry Potter, Miriam
Margolyes is a national
treasure, this is (at last) her
extraordinary life story and
it’s well worth the wait.

€22.95

Much-anticipated memoir by
one of Ireland’s best-loved
radio and TV personalities,
George Hamilton, who was
the eyes and ears of the
most successful period in
Irish football.

NON-FICTION

Sorry for Your Trouble

Bernadine Evaristo

The Opposite of
Butterfly Hunting
Evanna Lynch

Manifesto

Books of the Year Non-Fiction

Corpsing - Sophie White
9781916291461

€15.00

Awaken Your Power Within - Gerry Hussey
9781529368888

€18.50

The Art of the Glimpse - Sinead Gleeson
9781800249691

€21.50

The Comfort Book - Matt Haig
9781838853938

€17.99

Look! It’s A Woman Writer! - ÉilÍs NÍ Dhuibhne
9781851322510

€25.00

Did Ye Hear Mammy Died? - Séamas O’Reilly
9780708899243

€18.50

The Almanac 2022 - Lia Leendertz
9781856754705

€15.99

Our Wild World - Éanna Ní Lamhna
9781788492331

€16.99

Above Water - Trish Kearney
9781529333640

€17.99

Dark Blue - Shane Carthy
9781788491501

€14.99

The Best Catholics in the World - Derek Scally
9781844885268

€19.50

Boy 11963 - John Cameron
9781529346343

€17.99
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Waterford Whispers
News 2021
Colm Williamson

Supersonic

9781788492959

9780717192571

9781472285447

€9.99

€16.99

Shared Notes

The Storyteller

Martin Hayes

Oasis
€29.99

9781848272644

GIFT

Ah...That’s Gas!
Sarah Cassidy & Kunak
McGann

Dave Grohl
€23.95

9781398503700

€23.99

From the team that brought
you The A to Z of Being Irish
and A-Z of an Irish Christmas,
this is Irish culture with a
light touch and lashings
and lashings of rose-tinted
nostalgia.

The ninth annual from
Ireland’s leading online
satirical site, featuring the
funniest stories of the year
from 2021.

Oasis are one of the biggest
bands the world has ever
seen. Here, in Supersonic,
they tell the story of their
beginnings from dive-bar
hopefuls to global superstars.

A profoundly moving memoir
from one of Ireland’s most
talented musicians Martin
Hayes.

From hitting the road with
Scream at 18 years old, to
his time in Nirvana and the
Foo Fighters, jamming with
Iggy Pop or dancing with
AC/DC, this is the amazing
autobiography of a rock
legend, all in his own words!

High Hopes

Tenement Kid

The Beatles: Get Back

The Lyrics

The Beatles

Paul McCartney

Renegades
Barack Obama & Bruce
Springsteen

Steve Garrigan
9781529347937

Bobby Gillespie
€18.99

9781474622073

€18.50

9780935112962

€50.60

9780241519332

€89.99

9780241561249

€41.99

A stunningly told and deeply
personal memoir from the
lead singer of Irish rockband
Kodaline.

The story, in his own words,
of one of the most popular
and influential British
popstars of the past 30 years
Bobby Gillespie.

The most anticipated book in
more than a decade by the
legendary band, The Beatles:
Get Back is the official
account of the creation of
their final album, Let It Be.

A self-portrait in 154 songs,
by the greatest living
songwriter Paul McCartney.
We learn intimately about
the man, the creative
process, the working out of
melodies and the moments
of inspiration.

Two long-time friends
share an intimate and
urgent conversation
about life, music and their
enduring love of America,
with all its challenges
and contradictions, in
this stunningly-produced
expansion of their groundbreaking Higher Ground
podcast.

Best Wishes, Warmest
Regards
Daniel & Eugene Levy

Before & Laughter

And Away....

Returning Light

Jimmy Carr

Bob Mortimer

Bird: Exploring the
Winged World
Phaidon Editors

9781398708617

9781529413083

9781838661403

9780008509378

€30.99

This beautifully produced,
lavishly illustrated book is
the ultimate celebration of
the series, the town, the
characters, and the state of
mind that is Schitt’s Creek.

€17.99

Self-help meets memoir
in this deeply insightful,
fascinating and entertaining
book about happiness by
Jimmy Carr.

9781398508026

€17.99

The long-awaited first
autobiography by Bob
Mortimer. Warm, profound,
and irrepressibly funny, And
Away… is Bob’s full life story
(with a few lies thrown in for
good measure.)
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€50.50

A visually stunning survey
of birds, chronicling their
scientific and popular appeal
throughout the ages and
around the world.

Robert L. Harris
€17.95

Returning Light: 30 years
of Life on Skellig Michael
is an extraordinary memoir
about the profound effect
a place can have on us, and
how a remote location can
bring with it a great sense of
belonging.

GIFT

The Great Irish Politics
Book
David McCullagh
9780717190287

€22.99

Girls Play Too: Book 2
Jacqui Hurley
9781785374081

€14.95

Instructions for a
Teenage Armageddon
Rosie Day
9781526364180

€15.99

Ireland: The People,
The Places, The Stories
Rachel Pierce

Tree Dogs, Banshee Fingers
and Other Irish Words . . .
Manchan Magan

9780702302411

9780717192557

€15.99

€19.99

The latest book in the Gill
Books series of important
topics this engaging guide
demystifies political systems,
elections, voting and
government, and explores
issues including human
rights, freedom of speech
and fake news.

Jacqui Hurley’s sequel to
the 2020 bestseller and An
Post nominated title Girls
Play Too, featuring more
inspirational stories of Irish
sportswomen.

An unmissable guide for
teenage girls and women
everywhere who are ready to
take over the world.

A stunning celebration of the
rich culture and fascinating
history of Ireland featuring
ten Irish illustrators.

Flights of Fancy

A Field Guide to Leaflings
Owen Churcher &
Niamh Sharkey

The Same But Different

Lights and Sounds
Unicorns
Sam Taplin

‘Twas the Night Before
Christmas
Clement Moore & P.J. Lynch

9781783425228

9780717192854

9781801310970

9781406395884

Richard Dawkins
9781838937850

€23.99

€15.99

Emer O’Neill
€14.99

€15.99

Richard Dawkins weaves a
fascinating and beautifully
illustrated account of how
nature and humans have
learned to overcome the
pull of gravity and take to
the skies.

Travel from an ancient holly
tree in Ireland, to a cherry
blossom in Japan. The
leaflings will show you how
trees breathe, make food,
support many forms of life
and what they mean to
people all around the world.

A lovely gentle tale for
children about embracing
your differences.

Join Rosie the little unicorn
and her friends the fairies,
elves and dragons as she
searches for lots of sparkling
things in this magical story
with twinkling lights and
beautiful sounds.

Little People, BIG
DREAMS Treasury
Maria Sanchez Vegara

Minecraft Combat
Handbook
Mojang AB

Tomorrow is Beautiful

Everyone Sang

Sarah Crossan

William Sieghart

9780711264168

9780755500420

9781526641892

€33.99

Dive deeper into the
world of Little People, BIG
DREAMS with this keepsake
treasury featuring 50
dreamers from the critically
acclaimed, multimillion-copy
best-selling series.

€11.99

Minecraft Creative
Handbook
Mojang AB
9780755500413

€11.99

Master the art of battling and
building in Minecraft with
these brand new Minecraft
books.

€15.99

Compiled and edited by the
incomparable Sarah Crossan,
this gifty collection of poems
is perfect for anyone who
may be struggling to find the
right words of comfort – in
this year and beyond.
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9781406393613

A magical illustrated collection
of Irish words for the natural
world from the author of the
bestseller, Thirty-Two Words
for Field.

€15.50

The classic Christmas verse in
a gorgeous gift book from the
highly acclaimed author and
illustrator P.J. Lynch.

Harry Potter - A
Magical Year
J.K. Rowling
€24.99

A magnificent anthology
of poems themed around
different moods, collected
by the bestselling creator of
The Poetry Pharmacy and
illustrated by Emily Sutton.

9781526640871

€30.99

A unique and beautiful
gift book celebrating the
astonishing art of Jim Kay –
366 magical moments from
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter
novels evoked in spellbinding
brushstrokes, characterful
ink work and intimate pencil
sketches.

A Hug For You

Pippa Curnick

David King

9781444948806

€8.85

9781844885855

€13.99

Shama and Bahama Llama
are in a wild race with all
the other animals to nab
the perfect woolly jumpers,
before The Big Freeze
comes! Will they learn to
work together when disaster
strikes?

Nothing warms us up quite
like a hug, but what can
we do when we can’t be
together? This is the story of
a new hug’s adventure and
the boy who shared it with
the world.

A Galway Fairytale
Caitriona Sweeney

There’s A Ghost in this
House
Oliver Jeffers

9781788492249

9780008298357

€12.99

€23.99

Grace and the Christmas...
Lucinda Riley & Harry
Whittaker

How Winston Came
Home for Christmas
Alex T. Smith

Rock-a-Bye Rumpus

9781529049800

9781529041576

9781529027952

€15.99

The first book in the magical
Guardian Angels series, by
international bestselling author
Lucinda Riley and her son Harry
Whittaker.

€17.99

Julia Donaldson
€17.99

Join Winston the mouse
as he sets out on another
irresistible Christmas
adventure!

Rock-a-Bye Rumpus is a
delightful collection of
sweet and fun action poems
for the very young, with
a CD specially chosen by
bestselling author, Julia
Donaldson and beautifully
illustrated by Sebastien
Braun.

Julia and the Shark
Kiran Millwood
Hargrave

Up on the Mountain

The Cat and the Devil

Peter Donnelly

James Joyce

9781510107786

9780717193639

€15.99

€14.99

9781912417919

€16.99

Fans of A Dublin Fairytale
will be enchanted by this
modern take on the Hansel
and Gretel fairytale set in
modern-day Galway.

A captivating new picture
book with interactive
transparent pages, from
world-renowned artist Oliver
Jeffers.

A captivating, powerful
and luminous story from a
bestselling, award-winning
author about a mother, a
daughter, and the great
Greenland shark.

A charming instant classic
that celebrates the important
things in life – family, nature
and time spent together.

A delightful children’s
story by James Joyce in a
gorgeously illustrated new
edition.

Frindleswylde
Natalia & Lauren
O’Hara

A Mouse Called Miika

Vetman and his Bionic
Animal Clan
Noel Fitzpatrick

The Christmas Pig

Peanut Jones and the
Illustrated City
Rob Biddulph

9781444965902

9781444964912

9781406388961

Matt Haig
€17.99

Reminiscent of The Snow
Queen, beautifully written
and sumptuously illustrated,
Frindleswylde is a classic in
the making.

9781838853686

€15.99

A Mouse Called Miika is
the story of a small mouse
finding his place in a big
world. A tale of friendship,
cheese, robbery and the
magical power of being
yourself.

€15.99

Join Vetman, Imogen,
Findlay and a whole cast of
incredible bionic animals as
they save pets everywhere
from the evil plans of TheMan-With-No-Name!
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J.K. Rowling
€23.99

A heartwarming, page
turning adventure about
one child’s love for his most
treasured thing, and how far
he will go to find it.

9781529040524

€15.99

Some legends are born,
others are drawn...A dazzling
adventure that fizzes with
magic, danger, friendship
and art, from the superstar
author & illustrator behind
Draw With Rob, Rob
Biddulph.

CHILDREN’S

The Big Freeze

CHILDREN’S

The Friendship Fairies
Go To Camp
Lucy Kennedy

Noni and The Great
Chawwwklit Mystery
Dermot Whelan

Michael Rosen’s Sticky
McStickstick
Michael Rosen

Ghostcloud

9780717189663

9780717191857

9781529502404

9781444962260

€12.99

€12.99

€15.50

Eddie Albert and the
Amazing Animal Gang
Paul O’Grady

Michael Mann
€12.65

9780008470654

€12.99

A brand-new adventure
with the Friendship Fairies!
The third in Lucy Kennedy’s
timeless bestselling series
of children’s stories about
making friends and fitting in.

Meet Noni. She’s a crazy old,
law-breaking, chocolateselling, pram-wielding,
wickedly funny woman who
likes nothing more than a
dangerous caper!

A powerful and personal
story from one of Britain’s
best-loved authors about his
recovery from coronavirus.
With illustrations by Tony
Ross.

Ghostcloud follows the
adventure of twelve-year-old
Luke when he meets Alma - a
girl who is a ghostcloud and teaches him to ride the
clouds high above the city.

Eddie Albert is a technicolour
cinematic adventure packed
full of friendship, animals,
action... and always, of
course, a wicked sense of
humour.

Cat Kid Comic Club 2

Lily’s Dream

Beyond the Mountains

Mr Spicebag

The New Girl

Dav Pilkey

Judi Curtin

Francesca Gibbons

Freddie Alexander

Sinéad Moriarty

9780008355098

9780008473112

9780717190874

9781338784855

€12.99

9781788492805

€12.99

Cat Kid Comic Club is
back in session in this
groundbreaking graphic
novel narrative by Dav Pilkey,
the worldwide bestselling
and award-winning author
and illustrator of Dog Man.

The further adventures of
Lily: life as a maid in Lissadell
House is always interesting,
but with her friendship
with Maeve under strain, a
war in Europe starting and
uncertainly about her future,
she needs all her wits about
her!

The Boy Who Got
Accidentally Famous
David Baddiel

When Fishes Flew

9780008334260

€12.99

From million-copy bestselling
author David Baddiel comes
a laugh-out-loud story that
takes you on a roller-coaster
ride of fame and friendship.

Michael Morpurgo
9780008454654

€12.99

This first new novel in two
years from one of our
favourite storyteller’s is a
sweeping story of love and
rescue – an unforgettable
journey to the Greek island
of Ithaca, and back in time to
World War Two.

€12.99

€15.99

€12.99

The thrilling sequel to the
best-selling middle-grade
debut A Clock of Stars.
Beautifully illustrated
throughout by Chris Riddell.

Be warned, Reader, this book
isn’t about a normal spice
bag, nor is it about a normal
boy. Quite the opposite.
This book is about the Spice
Bag, and our unlikely hero:
a 10-year-old boy named
George.

A timely and heart-warming
story of friendship from
one of Ireland’s best-loved
storytellers.

Gordon’s Game: Lions Roar
Paul Howard & Gordon
D’Arcy

Tom Gates 19: Random
Acts of Fun
Liz Pichon

Kay’s Marvellous
Medicine
Adam Kay

9781844885299

9781407191119

9780241508527

€14.99

Gordon is back again for his
biggest challenge yet in the
third book of the hilarious
Gordon’s Game series!
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€15.90

The top-of-the-class, extra
special new bestseller from
multi-million copy selling
author and illustrator Liz
Pichon. A laugh-out-loud,
packed-with-pictures Tom
Gates story!

€17.99

The remarkable and
remarkably revolting
follow-up children’s book
to the record-breaking
bestseller Kay’s Anatomy.

The Little Bee Charmer
of Henrietta Street
Sarah Webb

Pony

9780241517772

9781788492478

9780241542279

€15.99

€12.99

Daughter of the Deep

R.J. Palacio

Rick Riordan
€14.99

9780241538180

€14.99

Diary of a Wimpy Kid
16: Big Shot
Jeff Kinney
9780241396650

€14.99

A delightfully modern take
on E. Nesbit’s classic The
Railway Children by superstar
author Jacqueline Wilson!

A tale of family, friendship
and finding a new home, with
touch of magical bees!

The highly anticipated,
unforgettable new story
from the internationally
bestselling, multi-awardwinning author of Wonder.

An epic undersea adventure
from global bestselling
author, Rick Riordan.
Featuring a brand-new
female hero and inspired
by Jules Verne’s Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea.

In Big Shot, book 16 of
the Diary of a Wimpy Kid
series from #1 international
bestsetlling author Jeff
Kinney, Greg Heffley and
sports just don’t mix.

The Book of Stolen
Dreams
David Farr

The Fowl Twins Get
What They Deserve
Eoin Colfer

The Boy With Wings

The 143-Storey
Treehouse
Andy Griffiths

A Tale of Sorcery

9781801310840

9780008475260

9781529082562

€15.99

€15.99

Lenny Henry
€15.99

An exhilarating,
awe-inspiring debut from a
master storyteller writing for
children for the first time,
perfect for fans of Katherine
Rundell, Eva Ibbotson and
His Dark Materials.

Twins Myles and Beckett,
Artemis Fowl’s younger
brothers, return in their
third and most outrageous
adventure yet.

12-year-old Tunde is just
your average kid: average
friends, average parents,
average grades - but when
he learns he can FLY, he’s
set for a very extraordinary
adventure.

Poison for Breakfast

Medusa

Lemony Snicket

Jessie Burton

The Shadows of
Rookhaven
Pádraig Kenny

9780861542611

€12.99

A brand-new book from the
bestselling author of A Series
of Unfortunate Events - a
cautionary tale about his own
demise.

9781408886939

€18.50

A dazzling, feminist retelling
of Greek myth from the
internationally bestselling
author of The Miniaturist,
stunningly illustrated by
Olivia Lomenech Gill.

9781529065084

€15.99

Shadows are gathering over
Rookhaven in this engaging
and thought provoking
follow up to The Monsters of
Rookhaven.
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9781529047875

Chris Colfer
€15.99

Laugh-out-loud wacky
adventures in the world’s
most awesome treehouse:
the eleventh instalment of
the number 1 bestselling
series. Illustrated by Terry
Denton.

9781510202467

The Magpie Society: Two
for Joy
Zoe Sugg & Amy McCulloch

Stay Another Day

9780241402498

9781786541086

€14.50

The chilling sequel to the #1
YA bestseller The Magpie
Society: One For Sorrow.

€15.99

The thrilling third book in
Chris Colfer’s #1 New York
Times bestselling A Tale of
Magic series.

Juno Dawson
€9.99

Sometimes at Christmas, you
don’t get what you want, you
get what you need... Sweet
and sour, funny and moving,
Juno Dawson will get you
in the festive mood like no
other this Christmas!

CHILDREN’S

The Primrose Railway
Children
Jacqueline Wilson

Books of the Year Children’s

Maybe... - Chris Haughton
9781406385526
The Longer the Wait, the Bigger the Hug
Eoin McLaughlin & Polly Dunbar
9780571370405

€14.99

Rabbit & Bear: A Bad King is a Sad King
Julian Gough & Jim Field
9781444937466
Tabitha Plimtock and the Edge of the World
Erika McGann & Philip Cullen
9781788492492

€8.70

€12.50

€8.99

All the Money in the World - Sarah Moore Fitzgerald €9.99
9781510104143

As Good as Dead - Holly Jackson
9781405298605

Savage Her Reply - Deirdre Sullivan
9781912417674

What Love Looks Like - Jarlath Gregory
9781788491624

€9.99

Not My Problem - Ciara Smyth
9781839130854

€9.50

€11.99

Precious Catastrophe (Perfectly Preventable Deaths 2)
Deirdre Sullivan
€9.99
9781471410680
Skulduggery Pleasant Grimoire - Derek Landy
9780008472412

Wild Child: A Journey Through Nature
Dara McAnulty
9781529045321

€15.50
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€10.50

€17.99

Peppa Pig Annual 2022
9780241476765

€9.50

Thomas & Friends Annual 2022
9780755501007 €10.50

Pokémon Annual 2022
9780755501113 €10.50

Unofficial Roblox Annual 2022
9780755501083 €10.50

Match Annual 2022
9781529015478		

9781913578763			

€8.99

Official Manchester City Annual 2022
€8.99

9781913578770			

Official Chelsea Annual 2022
9781913578701		

€10.50
€10.50
€10.50

Official Liverpool Annual 2022
€9.99

Official Arsenal Annual 2022
9781913578640		

ANNUALS

Disney Frozen Annual 2022
9780755501052
Disney Princess Annual 2022
9780755501014
Disney Christmas Annual 2022 9780755501106

€8.99

Official Manchester United Annual 2022
€8.99

9781913578787

		

€8.99

LEGO Official Annual 2022
9781780557878

Minecraft Annual 2022
9780755501076

€9.99

€10.50

The Great Big Irish Annual 2022
9780717192243
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€12.99

